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he speaks. he loves. he says things. he makes things happen. he lives in eastshade and doesn’t want to
leave. with his entire being he wants to share his world of adventure with the entire world. that’s his

purpose for existence. he is a traveling painter. he paints the world with his art. he’s a troubled dreamer,
a wanderer, a city explorer, a photographer, a traveler, an archaeologist, a detective, a history professor,
a storyteller, a psychologist, a surveyor, a warrior, a biologist, a philosopher, a mosaicist, an architect, a
geologist, a sculptor, a soothsayer, and a lot more besides. his paintings can be seen in museums, but

the people also appreciate them on their walls. the artists of eastshade have enough time to make their
dreams become reality. in eastshade you can find breathtaking scenery, enchanting islands,

mesmerizing beach landscapes, or wild nature with far-reaching views. you will find cities, which are
often amongst the most beautiful places in the world. at the same time they are not only a vital part of
the social system. beauty can also be found in many ways in eastshade. from the most fantastic natural
phenomena to the most enchanting human scenes you will encounter it in a variety of forms. every time

you take a step eastshade will surprise you. an adventure through eastshade's landscapes with a
purpose. eastshade is a precious place of fantasy and mystery in which the player dreams, thinks, and
acts. eastshade is also a place for collecting and researching. therefore, the values of the game and its
developers are usability, usability, and usability. by manipulating words and images, the player will be

able to control the story. in eastshade it is not necessary to examine every detail because it is already in
our subconscious. the most important is not the image, but the meaning that comes from what a person

sees. in eastshade we use a lot of simple images and an intuitive interface, but the effect is worth it.
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